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Which are the influence mechanisms of temperature in coordinate metrology? 

 

Difference of temperature between work piece and scales when not compensating by 

temperature measurement and calculation 

Problems with temperature measurement on the work piece: among others influence of 

changes and of radiation 

Temperature measurement on the machine length reference 

Way of compensating temperature of the machine during calibration of the machine and 

when using it 

Slow  changes of temperature and of temperature distribution with time 

 (e.g. winter – summer effects)  

Fast changes of temperature and temperature distribution 

Work piece with little known CTE 
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Difference of temperature and CTE 

between work piece and scales  

 

Problems when not compensating for temperature; 

Here a typical situation  
T=22ºC

T=18ºC

T=17ºC

gradT

T=16ºC

T=19ºC

T=23ºC

T=20ºC

... we normally see changes of the 

situation between summer and winter,

... the CMM was may be calibrated for/at a different thermal scenario

T=21ºC



Danger of measurement of the “wrong” 

scale temperature and the wrong work 

piece temperature in application 

T=17ºC T=18ºC

T=16ºC

T=19ºC

Which is the effective

 scale temperature, if the scale 

is fixed to the machine slideway/bed?

T=22ºC

T=19ºC
How to measure the effective

 object temperature ?

Work piece CTE ?? 



Temperature drift/relaxation during a 

measurement 

T-sensor

 thermal equilibrium of environment,

thermal equilibrium of probe styli,

 thermal equilibrium of work piece and fixtures



What does the CMM manufacturer do about compensating temperature 

effects ?  

Temperature measurement on the work piece 

Temperature measurement on the machine length reference 

Scales made of material which does not dilatate with temperature (must be free 

floating and stress free !) 

Compensation of thermal gradients 

Compensation of thermally induced drift of the probe and its environment 

Compensation of thermally induced drift of other machine components 

Enclosure of the machine 

Take into account the possible differences of compensating temperature of the 

machine during calibration of the machine and when using it 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Free floating zero CTE scales eliminate the 

problem of thermometer calibration and of 

where to measure effective scale temperature  

Here the scales are glued on carbon fibre rods. 

The rods are kinematically mounted to the CMM 

with defined points of attaching them. The scales 

Are fixed rigidly to the rods. CTE = 0.       ISM3D 



Free floating zero CTE scales eliminate the 

problem of thermometer calibration and of 

where to measure effective scale temperature  

A rather exotic  

verification of  

CTE = 0: 

Heating a HAM 

arm with scale 

on Robax  

caused only  

non-measurably 

small changes 

 

Courtesy:  

UNIMETRIK, EU 

Project MESTRAL 



Effects of table bending due to 

temperature gradients 

can be corrected by measuring 

temperature on top an below table 

Tup

Tdown

gradTH

 = Tup-Tdown )L /H L



L=0



Effects on the length measurement 

errors due to temperature gradients 

square cross section 



Fast temperature changes cause mainly 

zero point drifts; 

zero CTE scales plus fixing them in 

proper place reduces drift  

Importance of fixing 

free floating scales in

proper places

in order to minimize 

zero point drifts
drift due to probe stylus 

temperature change

X scale

temperature

sensor

drift due to internal 

probe electronics 

temperature change

drift due to ram 

temperature change

fixing points

scale  to slideway

drift due to

temperature change 

of large structural 

CMM components



Thermosymmetric design of CMM 

components,  

example: optoelectronic sensor (camera) 

Problem:

Reference point on camera chip is instable

camera chip

YZfix

camera chip

YZfix

Chip: 
low CTE (4*10-6K-1)

camera (aluminium): 
CTE: 22*10-6K-1

rigid by chance loose by chance

Solutions:

1. defined top and correction 
by temperature measurement

2. elastical fixturing
    symmetrical relative to centre 

Chip instably centered as fixture is not defined symmetric

elastical



T=22ºC

T=18ºC

T=17ºC

T=16ºC

T=19ºC

T=23ºC

T=20ºC

     The "least wrong" solution is to measure the temperature not on 

 the scales but on the work piece or the table. This worked "perfectly" 

if the difference of scale temperatures to work piece temperatures 

was always the same ... while average temperature might rise or fall.

Where to measure temperature 

when correcting machine errors ?

T-sensor

sensor cover

linear laser 

interferometer

Danger of measurement of the “wrong” 

scale and/or work piece temperature when 

calibrating a CMM 



What can the CMM user do about avoiding and compensating temperature 

effects ?  

Measuring room and air conditioning design, air condition settings 

Temperature measurment on the work piece 

Avoidance of thermal gradients and short term changes by machine enclosure 

Compensation of thermally induced drift by time-reversal measurement (forward-

backward sequence) 

Take into account the possible differences of compensating temperature of the 

machine during calibration of the machine and when using it 

Use a reference object and correct length error 

Use a reference object and correct squareness error 

Enclosure of the machine 

 

  



Avoiding radiation influence on 

object-temperature sensor 

T=22ºC

T=19ºC

T-sensor

typical influence by lights

and by hot or cold roof

on the object surface:

0.5 K - 2 K

Solution: very low heat generating lamps

(best are LEDs)

sensor cover

measure inside holes

measure in various places of object



Reversal in time eliminates linear drift; 

requirement: temperature compensated 

in average for all sequences 

change of the measurand
linear with time  (drift)

measured feature No

1         2         3          4         5          6          7         8         9

forward sequence

backward sequence

mean
time



Measuring room classification 

according to VDI2627 

Avoid problems when setting up a new measurement laboratory  

by referring to written standards# 

 

... Particularly important in order to be able to claim to the cntractor  

     who installs the air conditioning 



Solutions for airflow in the lab. 

(as realized in ISM3D) 

T

t

peak to peak: 

good: 0.2K,

typically: 2K,

may be: 4K

T
t

ptp 3-10 times

improved, but:

no staff inside

Room in room solution:

filters changes in time,

reduces spatial gradients

isolation of machine bed 

from below

Attention: "normal" thermometers 

don't sense the fast changes ! 

(period 5-10 min).  Use a fan!



autocolimador
(mide angulo
entre los dos
espejos)

dos espejos
planos

barra de referencia
(por ejemplo de 
Zerodur)

objeto

pie fijo

pie
girable sensores de 

temperatura

Work piece CTE should be known,  

best: be calibrated 

(CTE = “coefficient of thermal expansion”)  
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Comp T&grad&drift Comp
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Temperature effects on axis-parallel length errors

Tscale

Twp

bend

drift

cal

sum

Conditions:

T-20ºC = 0.5ºC

gradT = 0.5 

K/m

change T = 0.5 

K/h

UT = 0.1 K

Overview:  

Temperature induced length 

measurement errors 

Temperature effects on length measurement errors: 

Scenarios of compensating for different contributions 



Temperature effects and specification/verification of CMMs ?  

Who is responsible for which temperature effects during acceptance testing of the 

CMM ? 

What standards are used for acceptance testing of CMMs ?  (ISO, VDI 

recommendations) 

What tests do these standards propose with respect to temperature effects ? 

What may be compensated during acceptance testing ? 

Avoid trouble during acceptance tests by carefully specificating before 

buying/selling ! 

Recommendation: Use zero CTE artefacts and appy “Virtual Steel” method ! 

 



Standards 

 -   VDI/VDE 2627:  Measuring rooms - classification and parameters,  

                                planning and building 

 -   ISO 10360:        Performance verification of Coordinate Measuring Machines 

 -   ISO/TS 23165:  Guidelines for the evaluation of  

                               coordinate measuring machine test uncertainty 

 



VDI/VDE 2617-8:   Prüfprozesseignung 

= “Capability of the measurement process” 

Range of accordance 



Performance verification of measuring 

machines with zero CTE artefacts 

The behavior of this steel artefact (or even 

that of objects of any material, like of aluminium) 

can be emulated using a zero CTE artefact  

and measuring the temperature and then  

taking temperature into account in the evaluation. 

This method is 

sometimes called  

“Virtual Steel 

Method”. 

The advantage of 

this method  

is its flexibility: 

different materials  

can be emulated.  

 

Zerodur Step Gage 

Courtesy: ZEISS 



Performance verification of measuring 

machines with zero CTE artefacts 

Some Zero CTE reference objects 



Performance verification of measuring 

machines with zero CTE artefacts 

Some Zero CTE  

reference objects 



CTE measurement at ISM3D 



 

• Temperature is probably the most accuracy-limiting effect in everyday 
dimensional measurement and often simply forgotten, particularly in 
the context of machine performance verification 

• Properly applied temperature compensation of the work piece and the 
machine scales (or even better: the use of thermally invariant scales) 
helps to avoid many ambiguous situations and at the end safe money 

• Thermal influences can be experimentally assessed by measuring the 
same real work piece under different thermal conditions. As well the 
verification of the machine performance with thermally invariant 
reference standards and the application of the “Virtual Steel Principle” 
lets us see the thermally induced uncertainty influences.  

• Measurement strategies may be applied which reduce thermal 
influences, as for example the measurement with reversed point 
sequence 

Conclusion 


